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J. Hope Grier
9023 Boyd Drive
Matthews, NC 28105
Property ID: 193-203-08

Ladies and Gentlemen of the Board:
I have been a residence of this community now for 10+ years. I have seen a lot of changes in this
area, a few within this very community.
I want you to get a glimpse of what life is like within this community from my vantage point.
Prior to my acquisition of the property I drove through the neighborhood during the day and at
night to get a feel. It was quiet, the lawns were maintained, even the one I eventually purchased
and no one had lived here for over a year and one neighbor even shared the fruits of his garden.
Diagonally across from my property was a business (Buster’s Transmissions). The yard is
always immaculate, the vehicles on the premises are always neatly parked, doors & hood closed,
with the look that there was nothing wrong with them. Buster’s Transmission did not give off
the typical business aura.
After I moved in I saw the occasional tow truck drop off a vehicle. It was not until more
exploration of my neighborhood that I actually saw the once invisible workers quietly,
respectfully and graciously assist their customers.
While under the management of Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence Hendricks, Buster’s Transmissions
operates in cohesion with this community and neighbors. One visit to this locally owned and
operated repair shop and immediately you will be enmeshed with their down home charm. The
staff also shares those qualities of respect and connectivity to their customers and this
community.
The Hendricks gave us their word that nothing will change other than the ownership of the
business. I believe and trust when the business is handed over to the new owner, the
community’s sense of serenity and unity will remain untarnished as a result of the continued
operation of Buster’s Transmission.
I ask simply that it be allowed to operate as it has in the past with the exception of ownership.

Thank you

J. Hope Grier
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